
Big Ideas Concepts Skills
perform basic operations and conversions using scientific notation

integers order real numbers from least to greatest

decimals
fractions perform basic operations involving integers

percents
real number system convert fractions to decimals and percents

patterns
solve basic percent problems
approximate square roots with and without calculator
identify the next number in a sequence or pattern

area/perimeter
unit analysis
proportions find exact and approximate value for area/circumference 

convert between various units of measurement

set up and solve proportions

name angles, rays, lines
angles, rays, lines classify polygons using nets

polygons recognize congruent figures

3 dimensional shapes use similar figures to set up and solve proportions
nets identify 3 dimensional shapes
congruent figures
similar figures

linear equations solve linear equations and inequalities

graphing determine if value is a solution
linear inequalities graph lines using slope-intercept, tables, and intercepts
slope develop equations from word problems

intercepts interpret slope as rate of change

function notation compute slope given 2 points or intercepts
identify equations as linear or nonlinear
given a graph, find intercepts and slope

domain/range evaluate using function notation

direct variation determine range when given domain
evaluate expressions
recognize direct variation
combine like terms

central tendencies compute mean, median, mode
box and whisker plots compute the range
representation of data create a box and whiskers using given data

interpret data from a box and whisker plot

create a scatter plot  and estimate line of best fit
interpret circle graphs
use graphical representations to make predictions
- all skills involve using a calculator unless otherwise noted

OVERARCHING MATHEMATICAL PROCESSES
(incorporated throughout the curriculum)

Connections
Communication
Problem Solving

Reasoning
Multiple Representations

Curriculum Map for Essentials of Algebra I
Essential Questions

Number Sense

How do you compare, order, 

simplify and evaluate expressions 

involving real numbers?

Measurement
How do you use various 

measurement techniques?

find area/perimeter of any polygons, composite shapes

Can you identify and apply the 

relationships between various 

geometric figures?

Patterns, Functions,  

and Algebra

How do you solve linear equations 

and inequalities using verbal, 

numeric, algebraic and graphical 

representation?

Data analysis/ 

Probability

How do you use graphical 

representation to compare data 

and identify trends?                    

How do you compute measures of 

central tendency?

create and interpret a histogram, stem and leaf, bar and line graphs 

using given data

simplifying and evaluating 

expressions

Geometry/Spatial 

Sense


